8 May - Tuesday

1000 – 1100 Gala opening ceremony: the function attended by the guests of honour – the Ministry of Infrastructure the General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways, Polish Chamber of Commerce of Road Construction Industry, Polish Chamber of Commerce, Polish Association of Construction Industry Employers, Chief Labour Inspector, Road and Bridge Research Institute, Institute of Mechanized Construction and Rock Mining, Construction Equipment Research Institute, Polish Cement Association, Polish Asphalt Pavement Association, Road Congress, Polish Chamber of Steelworks, the Polish Construction Industry Chamber of Industry and Commerce, the Association of International Road Carriers in Poland, the Association on of Transport Technicians and Engineers, ITS Poland Association, Traffic Engineering Club, representatives of academia and scientific milieus, MPs, Świętokrzyskie Voivode, mayor of the city of Kielce

Targi Kielce’s Congress Centre - Omega Conference Room

1000 – 1700 Exhibition open to the public - equipment, machines and technologies presentation - Expo stands in the Expo Halls, show presentation in the outdoor exhibition grounds; construction machines simulators - demonstrations;

1000 - 1700 CONFERENCES BLOCK:

1100 – 1200 Road business-sector companies - condition, investments, risks and perspectives. Conclusions from the 15th edition of the Road Business Sector Companies Report. - the organizers: the Polish Chamber of Commerce of Road Construction Industry - the Congress Centre Omega conference hall

1100 – 1400 Match-making meeting for entrepreneurs from the Świętokrzyskie region - organiser: Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship’s Marshal Office - E3 conference hall

1400 „Polish way to prosperity” - the debate of the Tygodnik Wprost weekly and Targi Kielce with the participation of the Polish Minister of Infrastructure Andrzej Adamczyk – Congress Center – Omega hall

1300 – 1615 Modern diagnostics and road surfaces repairs conference - organised by the Road and Bridge Research Institute - Beta + Gamma conference halls

1000 – 1700 The 6th Aggregate Exhibition: “Utilisation of hard-to-sell fine aggregate fractions” - the debate organized by Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining and the Key Waste Management and Recycling Cluster - Agora in E Expo Hall

1000 – 1700 "A healthy, beautiful and safe urbanized space" - standards for pitchers used at train station platforms - organisers: CEMIX, STONBRUK and WRKB Granit - G Expo Hall - G 9 expo stand

1000 – 1700 Construction machines simulators-demonstration- the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining, G Expo Hall – G28 expo stand

1000 – 1700 "Live Service" at the Tire Review expo stand - G Expo Hall - G8 expo stand

1100 – 1700 the Competition for Construction Machines Operators BIG BAU MASTER in Targi Kielce organised by Targi Kielce in conjunction with the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining, National Labour Inspectorate and under the auspices of the Polish Construction Sector Chamber of Commerce and Industry - outdoor exhibition space
Expo accompanying events: Exhibition: "70 years of SiiTK RP Kielce Branch in the service of transport " - E Expo Hall
9 May - Wednesday

10:00 – 17:00 Exhibition open to the public - equipment, machines and technologies presentation - Expo stands in the Expo Halls, show presentation in the outdoor exhibition grounds; construction machines simulators - demonstrations;

10:00 - 17:00 CONFERENCES BLOCK:

11:00 – 15:00 Modern diagnostics and road surfaces repairs conference - organised by the Road and Bridge Research Institute - Beta + Gamma conference halls

10:00 – 15:00 Road and rail infrastructure - past, present, future - organisers General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways - Kielce Division and the RP Association on of Transport Technicians and Engineers Kielce Division - Lambda conference hall

10:00 - 17:00 The 6th Aggregate Exhibition: "Utilisation of hard-to-sell fine aggregate fractions" - the debate organized by Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining and the Key Waste Management and Recycling Cluster - Agora in E Expo Hall

11:00 - 14:00 Design of ground-level steel parking lots - the conference organised by the Polish Chamber of Steelworks - E3 conference hall

11:00 - 15:00 Concrete roads - as good as always - the conference organized by the Polish Cement Association - Omega / Delta + Teta conference halls

11:00 - 14:00 Foundation oils in road engineering in the context of EUROKOD 7 - conference organized by the Polish Geological Institute National Research Institute with the support of AGH University of Science and Technology and Warsaw University of Technology - presentation - E 1 conference hall

11:30 – 14:00 Technical safety of construction equipment and vehicles - the seminar organised by the Construction Equipment Research Institute - E2 conference hall

10:00 - 17:00 "A healthy, beautiful and safe urbanized space" - standards for pitchers used on roads and pavements - organisers: CEMIX, STONBRUK and WRKB Granit - G Expo Hall - G 9 expo stand

10:00 – 17:00 Construction machines simulators-demonstration - the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining, G Expo Hall – G28 expo stand

10:00 – 17:00 “Live Service” at the Tire Review expo stand - G Expo Hall - G8 expo stand

Expo accompanying exhibition: “70 years of SiiTK RP Kielce Branch in the service of transport " - E Expo Hall

10 May - Thursday

10:00 – 15:00 Exhibition open to the public - equipment, machines and technologies presentation - Expo stands in the Expo Halls, show presentation in the outdoor exhibition grounds; construction machines simulators - demonstrations;

10:00 - 15:00 The 6th Aggregate Exhibition: "Utilisation of hard-to-sell fine aggregate fractions" - the debate organized by Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining and the Key Waste Management and Recycling Cluster - Agora in E Expo Hall
10:00 - 15:00 A healthy, beautiful and safe urbanized space - standards for paving slabs - organisers: CEMIX, STONBRUK and WRKB Granit - G Expo Hall - G 9 expo stand

10:00 – 15:00 Construction machines simulators-demonstration - the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining, G Expo Hall – G28 expo stand

10:00 – 15:00 "Live Service" at the Tire Review expo stand - G Expo Hall - G8 expo stand

11:00–15:00 the Competition for Construction Machines Operators BIG BAU MASTER in Targi Kielce organised by Targi Kielce in conjunction with the Institute of Mechanised Construction and Rock Mining, National Labour Inspectorate and under the auspices of the Polish Construction Sector Chamber of Commerce and Industry - outdoor exhibition space

Expo accompanying exhibition: "70 years of SiITK RP Kielce Branch in the service of transport " - E Expo Hall